NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THERMAL PHENOMENA IN Yb:YAG LASER WELDING PROCESS
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Abstract. This paper concerns numerical modelling of the Yb:YAG laser beam welding process. Numerical algorithms are developed for the analysis of thermal phenomena in a laser welded joint taking into account the motion of the liquid material in the welding pool. The model describing the laser beam heat source power distribution is developed on the basis of the kriging method. The heat source model uses the real laser beam profile obtained from experimental measurements of the beam emitted from a Trumpf D70 laser head performed on UFF100 analyzer. On the basis of developed numerical algorithms computer simulations of a Yb:YAG laser beam welding are carried out used to analyze the influence of the thermal load model on the shape and size of the weld.
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Introduction

Laser beam welding has increasing applications in many industries, mainly due to a high welding speed used in the process, good quality of joints and small heat affected zone (HAZ) [1]. The knowledge about thermal phenomena accompanying welding processes is helpful in estimation of many technological parameters that should be correctly set to ensure process stability and the best possible quality of the joint [2, 3]. Coupled physical phenomena accompanying laser-material interaction are very complex in the field of mathematical modelling and numerical analysis. Numerical models usually describe chosen phenomena, due to the computational complexity of the problem [4, 5]. Due to the significant progress in the development of numerical techniques and increased computing power the analysis is recently completed by fluid flow phenomena [4, 6]. Consideration of liquid material motion in the model allows for the analysis of previously neglected phenomena in material melting processes and has a significant impact on the estimated temperature distribution and consequently numerically estimated shape and size of the melted zone. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of comprehensive models in the literature allow-
ing the analysis of coupled thermal and structural phenomena, taking into account the motion of liquid material in the fusion zone.

Modelling of thermal phenomena in the welding process using a laser beam heat source requires a new approach to the theory and numerical solution techniques, because heat distribution proceeds in different conditions in comparison to classic welding techniques. During laser beam welding the material is heated by a highly concentrated heat source to very high temperatures, even reaching the boiling point [7]. Very important in terms of formal modelling is proper selection of heat source shape and its energy distribution. In the case of solid state lasers with an active medium in a shape of a disk a considerable number of studies are focused on the modelling of the TEM\textsubscript{00} Gaussian lasing profiles [4, 6], omitting the effects of non-Gaussian beam profile [8]. The non-uniform distribution of pump beam and the radial heat dissipation induces no desirable thermal lensing effects influencing beam shape, quality and output power stability [9]. Consequently, the laser beam intensity distribution models assumed in numerical analysis significantly differ from the real YAG type laser profile, obtained through experimental research [10]. Therefore, new mathematical models describing the distribution of the energy flux taking into account the real conditions are being constantly looked for.

This study contains mathematical and numerical modelling of temperature field with a motion of liquid steel in the welding pool taken into account in the single laser beam welding process. Coupled heat transfer and fluid flow in the fusion zone are described by continuum mechanics differential equations. Fuzzy solidification front is assumed in calculations where solid-liquid zone is treated as a porous medium. Latent heat associated with solid-liquid and liquid-gas transformations is taken into account in solution algorithms. Differential governing equations are numerically solved using the projection method with a finite volume method.

A new heat source model is developed on the basis of interpolation algorithms allowing a precise description of Yb:YAG laser power intensity distribution. Elaborated model takes into account the real laser power distribution obtained in experimental research made on laser welding station equipped with TruDisk 12002 laser.

Analyzed process as a three-dimensional issue is discretized using staggered grid. On the basis of obtained temperature field, size and shape of the weld is determined. Computer simulations of Yb:YAG laser welding process are performed using analytical heat source model and interpolated distribution in order to compare the influence of thermal load on the shape and size of a laser welded joint.

1. Thermal phenomena

The temperature field in welded joint mainly depends on technological parameters such as energetic parameters including distribution of heat energy supplied to the workpiece and welding speed. In a single laser beam welding highly concentrated heat source melts the workpiece, causing significant evaporation of the mate-
rial in the heat source activity zone and creating the “keyhole” [2, 4, 6]. The motion of liquid material in the welding pool also plays an important role in thermal phenomena during welding process. Liquid material motion is mostly driven by buoyancy forces (Boussinesq’s model) in the melted zone. The region between solidus and liquidus temperatures (mushy zone) is treated as the porous medium (Darcy’s model) [6, 7]. Phase transformations due to material state changes [11] are taken into consideration in the mushy zone (solid-liquid transformation) and in temperatures exceeding the metal boiling point (liquid-gas transformation).

A schematic sketch of the considered system as a three-dimensional problem is presented in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of considered process](image)

Temperature field and liquid material velocity field are determined on the basis of the solution of mass, momentum and energy conservation equations, described as follows:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}(\rho u) = 0$$

$$\frac{\partial (\rho u)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}(\rho u^2) + \rho g_x + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}\left(\mu \frac{\partial u}{\partial x_a}\right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_a} - \frac{\mu u}{\rho}$$

$$\frac{\partial (\rho v)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}(\rho v^2) + \rho g_y + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}\left(\mu \frac{\partial v}{\partial x_a}\right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_a} - \frac{\mu v}{\rho}$$

$$\frac{\partial (\rho w)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}(\rho w^2) + \rho g_z + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}\left(\mu \frac{\partial w}{\partial x_a}\right) = -\rho g_x - \frac{\mu w}{\rho}$$

$$\frac{C}{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_a}\left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x_a}\right) = -C \frac{\partial T}{\partial x_a} + \nabla + \vec{Q}$$

where $\rho$ is density [kg/m$^3$], $g$ is gravity acceleration, $\beta_T$ is thermal expansion coefficient [1/K], $\mu$ is dynamic viscosity [kg/ms], $T_s$ is the solidus temperature, $K$ is porous medium permeability, $\lambda = \lambda(T)$ is conductive coefficient [W/mK], $C = C(T)$
is an effective heat capacity \( \tilde{Q} \) is laser beam heat source power over area \([W/m^3]\), 
\( \mathbf{v} = \mathbf{v}(x,\alpha) = (u, v, w) \) is a velocity vector, \( T = T(x,\alpha) \) is a temperature and \( x_\alpha \) is material point coordinate.

The above governing equations are completed by initial and boundary conditions. Equation (2) is completed by initial condition \( t = 0: \mathbf{v} = 0 \) and Dirichlet type boundary condition \( \mathbf{v}|_{T = T_S} = 0 \) at the boundaries of the melted zone determined by solidus temperature. At the upper surface of the plate Marangoni effect is considered [4] according to the following formula:

\[
\tau_s = \mu \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial n} = \mu \gamma \frac{\partial T}{\partial T} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial s}
\]  

(4)

where \( \tau_s \) is Marangoni shear stress in the direction tangent to the surface, \( \gamma \) is surface tension coefficient.

Assuming that mushy zone is composed of regular matrix of spherical grains submerged in liquid material, the porous medium permeability is given by the Carman-Kozeny equation [6, 7]:

\[
K = K_0 \frac{f_i^3}{(1 - f_i)}; \quad K_0 = \frac{d_0^2}{180}
\]

(5)

where \( f_i \) is a porosity coefficient (liquid fraction), \( d_0 \) is an average solid particle diameter [m], \( K_0 \) is the base porous medium permeability [m²].

Energy conservation equation (3) is completed by initial condition \( t = 0: T = T_0 \) and boundary conditions of Neumann and Newton type taking into account heat loss due to convection and radiation:

\[
\Gamma : - \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial n} = \alpha_k (T|_{r = R_0}) + \varepsilon \sigma (T^4|_{r = R_0}) - q_a + q_v
\]

(6)

where \( \alpha_k \) is the convective coefficient, \( \varepsilon \) is the radiation coefficient, and \( \sigma \) is Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Element \( q_a \) is the heat flux towards the top surface of the welded element \( (z = 0) \) in the source activity zone, while \( q_v \) represents heat loss due to material evaporation in area where \( T \geq T_L \), \( \Gamma \) is a boundary of analyzed domain.

In equation (3) latent heat associated with material state changes is considered. Between solidus and liquidus temperatures \( T \in [T_S; T_L] \) (solid-liquid transformation) latent heat of fusion is taken into account, assuming a linear increase of solid fraction in the mushy zone. In temperatures exceeding the boiling point of steel \( (T > T_b) \) latent heat of evaporation is considered. Effective heat capacity is expressed as follows:
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\[
C(T) = \begin{cases} 
\rho_S c_S, & \text{for } T < T_S \\
\rho_{SL} c_{SL} + \rho_S \frac{H_I}{T_L - T_S}, & \text{for } T \in [T_S; T_L] \\
\rho_L c_L & \text{for } T < T_b \\
\rho_L c_L + \frac{\rho_L H_b}{T_{max} - T_b}, & \text{for } T \geq T_b
\end{cases}
\quad (7)
\]

where \(H_I [\text{J/kg}]\) is the latent heat of fusion, \(H_b [\text{J/kg}]\) is latent heat of evaporation, \(T_{max}\) is a maximum temperature, and the product of density and specific heat in the mushy zone equals: \(c_{SL} \rho_{SL} = c_S \rho_S (1 - f_L) + c_L \rho_L (f_L)\).

Differential equations describing thermal phenomena in the discussed welding process are numerically solved using projection method with finite volume method (FVM) [12].

2. Laser beam heat source

A very important issue in modelling of welding processes is an appropriate selection of heat source power distribution which is primarily responsible for the melted pool shape and temperature distribution in the material [2]. Laser heat source power distribution models are usually based on volumetric Gaussian-like distribution taking into account the relation between heat source power density and material penetration depth. A heat source model with linear changes of power density in material penetration direction is described as follows:

\[
q(r, z) = \eta Q_s \exp\left(-\frac{2r^2}{\omega_0^2}\right) \left(1 - \frac{z}{s}\right)
\quad (8)
\]

where \(r\) is an actual radius [m], \(\eta\) is the absorption coefficient, \(Q_s = P/\pi \omega_0^2 s\) is the laser power per unit area [W/m²], \(P\) is a pumped power [W], \(\omega_0\) is a radius of the beam [m], \(s\) is the heat source beam penetration depth, \(z\) is actual heat source penetration depth [m].

However, laser beam intensity distribution models assumed in numerical analysis significantly differ from real Yb:YAG laser profile (Fig. 2), obtained through experimental research [10], therefore in this study an interpolation model is developed using the real heat source intensity distribution obtained through experimental tests.

Used in the work kriging interpolation method [13] of predicting the power distribution of the heat source at the point \((x, y)\) is a linear combination of observations in basic points (the actual power distribution). The estimate is a function of the weighted average:
where \(w_i\) are weight coefficients assigned to particular observations, \(f(x_i, y_i)\) is the real value of the function (variable) at the measured point, \(n\) is the number of sampling points that are considered in estimating of the variable within the circle of radius \(r_k\) from an estimated point.

\[
\bar{f}(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i f(x_i, y_i) \tag{9}
\]

Fig. 2. Percentage distribution of laser power described by equation (8). Beam focusing \(z = 0\)

Coefficients \(w_i\) are calculated on the basis of the kriging system of equations, as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \gamma(h_{i1}) & \gamma(h_{i3}) & \ldots & \gamma(h_{in}) & 1 \\
\gamma(h_{i1}) & 0 & \gamma(h_{i3}) & \ldots & \gamma(h_{in}) & 1 \\
\gamma(h_{i1}) & \gamma(h_{i2}) & 0 & \ldots & \gamma(h_{in}) & 1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\gamma(h_{i1}) & \gamma(h_{i2}) & \gamma(h_{i3}) & \ldots & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & \ldots & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
w_1 \\
w_2 \\
w_3 \\
\vdots \\
w_n \\
\lambda
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
\gamma(d_1) \\
\gamma(d_2) \\
\gamma(d_3) \\
\vdots \\
\gamma(d_n)
\end{bmatrix} \tag{10}
\]
where $\gamma(h_{ij})$ are the values of theoretical semivariogram at the distance $h_{ij}$ between basis points in the observation set, $\gamma(d_i)$ are the values of theoretical semivariogram at the distance $d_i$ between observed point and $i$-th basic point, $\lambda$ is Lagrange multiplier.

Theoretical semivariogram is generally unknown, therefore values of function $\gamma(h_{ij})$ and $\gamma(d_i)$ are approximated by analytical functions. One of the main functions used in the approximation is a linear function $\gamma(h) = C_0 + Sh$, in which the semivariogram tends to sill $S$ at $h \to \infty$, while $C_0$ is a function discontinuity (nugget effect).

Coefficients $S$ and $C_0$ are estimated using the empirical semivariogram and the sample variance $Var$, described by the following relations:

$$\tilde{\gamma}(h_k) = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} (f(x_i, y_i) - f(x_j, y_j))^2$$

$$Var = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (f(x_i, y_i) - \bar{f})^2, \quad \bar{f} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(x_i, y_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)
where \( n = n(r_i) \) is the number of basic points in a measurement set, \( \bar{f} \) is the average value of the function in a measurement set.

Finally, after solving the system of equations, the heat source power distribution (Fig. 3) for the interpolation grid is calculated as follows:

\[
q(x, y, z) = \eta Q_s \bar{f}(x, y) \left( 1 - \frac{z}{s} \right)
\]

(12)

3. Results of computer simulations

The computer simulation of the Yb:YAG laser welding process is performed for a metal sheet made of S355 steel. The sheet dimensions are 250 mm in length, 20 mm in width, with a thickness of 4 mm. The analyzed domain is discretized by a staggered grid with the spatial step set to 0.1 mm. Thermo-physical parameters used in calculations are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solidus temperature</td>
<td>( T_S )</td>
<td>1750 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidus temperature</td>
<td>( T_L )</td>
<td>1800 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiling point</td>
<td>( T_b )</td>
<td>3010 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
<td>( T_0 )</td>
<td>293 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat of solid phase</td>
<td>( c_s )</td>
<td>650 J kg(^{-1})K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat of liquid phase</td>
<td>( c_L )</td>
<td>840 J kg(^{-1})K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of solid phase</td>
<td>( \rho_s )</td>
<td>7800 kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of liquid phase</td>
<td>( \rho_L )</td>
<td>6800 kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent heat of fusion</td>
<td>( H_L )</td>
<td>270x10(^3) J kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent heat of evaporation</td>
<td>( H_b )</td>
<td>76x10(^3) J kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of solid phase</td>
<td>( \lambda_s )</td>
<td>45 W m(^{-1})K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of liquid phase</td>
<td>( \lambda_L )</td>
<td>35 W m(^{-1})K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convective heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>50 W m(^{-2})K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boltzmann’s constant</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>5.67x10(^{-8}) W m(^{-2})K(^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient</td>
<td>( \beta_T )</td>
<td>4.95x10(^{-4}) K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface radiation emissivity</td>
<td>( \varepsilon )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic viscosity</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>0.006 kg m(^{-1})s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid particle average diameter</td>
<td>( d_0 )</td>
<td>0.0001 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Computer simulations are performed using an analytical and interpolated thermal load respectively. Process parameters are set to: laser beam power $Q = 6000$ W, laser head movement speed $v = 1.2$ m/min, a beam radius $r = 0.45$ mm with the focusing point on the top surface of heated element ($z = 0$) and heat source penetration depth $s = 6$ mm.

Figures 4 and 5 present numerically calculated temperature distribution in the laser welding process at the top surface (Fig. 4) of the joint (from the face of the weld, $z = 0$) and in longitudinal section (Fig. 5), in the middle of heat source activity zone ($y = 0$). Solid line points out the welding pool boundary (solidus isotherm).

![Fig. 4. Temperature distribution at the top surface ($z = 0$) of the laser welded joint. Simulation performed for: a) analytical heat source model and b) using an interpolation model](image1)

![Fig. 5. Temperature distribution in the longitudinal section ($y = 0$) of the laser welded joint. Simulation performed for: a) analytical heat source model and b) using an interpolation model](image2)
The melted material velocity field in the longitudinal section of the laser welded joint is presented in Figure 6, whereas the temperature field (at the left side) and melted material velocity field (at the right side) in the cross-section of the laser welded joint is illustrated in Figure 7. A solid line points out the melted zone boundary.

**Fig. 6.** Melted material velocity field in the longitudinal section \((y = 0)\) of the joint. Simulation performed for: a) analytical heat source model and b) using interpolation model.

**Fig. 7.** Temperature field and melted material velocity field in the cross section of the joint \((x = 3.2\, \text{mm})\). Simulation performed for: a) analytical heat source model and b) using interpolation model.

**Conclusions**

This paper presents a mathematical model and numerical solutions of thermal phenomena in Yb:YAG laser welding processes. A three-dimensional numerical model of temperature field in the welded joint takes into account the motion of liquid metal in the welding pool, latent heat associated with the material’s state.
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Change and a new interpolated Yb:YAG laser heat source, developed on the basis of experimental studies.

Based on a preformed numerical analysis the following conclusions are derived:

- The variance between the distribution determined by analytical models and the real distribution of Yb:YAG laser power is significant (Fig. 2). The modelling of Yb:YAG laser power distribution by interpolation algorithms allows for a precise reproduction of the real thermal load (Fig. 3).

- Differences in temperatures obtained during laser welding simulations are significant (Figs. 4, 5, 7) as well as velocity field of melted material (Figs. 6, 7). Higher values of temperature can be found in simulations with interpolated heat source intensity distribution taken into account.

- Simulations made using interpolated heat source are of better quality and closer to real temperatures in the process since it is known that the main influence on the temperature field has heat energy and its distribution in the material.

Finally, it can be concluded that developed comprehensive computational model allows to assess the geometry of the joint in terms of different process parameters and may be useful in industrial practice.
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